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organization societies relieved only a fraction of undeserved
need when they tried to make each case of distress a special
case in which a sense of responsibility needed evoking in parti-
cular individuals. Industrial welfare work has become an aspect
of labour management, dictated to employers as much by
interest as by humanity. In all of this work the voluntary
action of the layman has proved sadly inadequate. In her own
special field, the public-health visitor, has tended to be a more
reliable adviser than the district visitor; compulsory insurance
and contributory pensions have done more to provide a
material basis for independence than reliance on charity
organization; and in the very industry where welfare work
was most necessary, the adequate provision even of pithead
baths could be obtained - only by a statutory levy on mining
royalties and on every ton of coal.
The service of the volunteer has thus become essentially a
useful addendum to a statutory minimum, and it has seldom
been more fruitful than where the two work in the fullest
collaboration, as for instance on school care committees and
in the National Council of Social Service. But the aspect of
social welfare where the statutory minimum is least important,
and the uncovenanted addendum of most vital value, is no
doubt the voluntary organization of leisure occupations, which
is the very form that the voluntary community service of the
layman is most apt to take to-day. On such customary services
we are largely dependent for the moral atmosphere without
which we should have neither our modern statutory services
nor laymen who undertake the heavy formal responsibility of
supervising the experts who administer them.
in.   The Professional.
The expert to whose care the social services of the state are
entrusted is usually a paid administrator. But among these
permanent officers are many who are not, or not merely,
administrators: they possess peculiar professional skill and
knowledge.

